Alterations in the balance between neuronal excitation and inhibition (E:I balance) have been implicated in the neural circuit activity-based processes that contribute to autism phenotypes. We investigated whether acutely reducing E:I balance in mouse brain could correct deficits in social behavior. We used mice lacking the CNTNAP2 gene, which has been implicated in autism, and achieved a temporally precise reduction in E:I balance in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) either by optogenetically increasing the excitability of inhibitory parvalbumin (PV) neurons or decreasing the excitability of excitatory pyramidal neurons. Surprisingly, both of these distinct, real-time, and reversible optogenetic modulations acutely rescued deficits in social behavior and hyperactivity in adult mice lacking CNTNAP2. Using fiber photometry, we discovered that native mPFC PV neuronal activity differed between CNTNAP2 knockout and wild-type mice. During social interactions with other mice, PV neuron activity increased in wild-type mice compared to interactions with a novel object, whereas this difference was not observed in CNTNAP2 knockout mice. Together, these results suggest that real-time modulation of E:I balance in the mouse prefrontal cortex can rescue social behavior deficits reminiscent of autism phenotypes.
INTRODUCTION
The autism spectrum disorders are characterized by highly heterogeneous clinical presentations and complex genetics. For this reason, a fundamental goal of autism research is to identify a biological final common pathway wherein the disparate genetic and pathophysiological pathways may converge. In part, because of our ongoing failure to identify such a final common pathway, currently available pharmacological interventions used in autism patients have not been able to address the underlying disorder itself-instead addressing only comorbid symptoms with varying degrees of success (1) . There remain no approved pharmacological interventions for treating the core symptoms of autism, namely, communication difficulties, social challenges, and restricted, repetitive behaviors (2) .
Recently developed tools for circuit-level interventions (3) may open up new possibilities for identifying and targeting shared mechanisms in autism. An altered balance in neuronal excitation and inhibition (E:I balance) is commonly invoked as a possible final common pathway in autism (4) , with clues coming from anatomy (5-7), as well as from genetics, physiology, and behavior in humans and rodents. Supporting evidence for this concept includes observations in postmortem human brain tissue of a decreased number of parvalbumin (PV) neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) (8) , a decreased expression of mRNAs encoding receptors for the inhibitory neurotransmitter g-aminobutyric acid (GABA) (9) , a decreased ratio of GABA to glutamate (an excitatory neurotransmitter) (10) , increased resting-state activity in the frontal cortex (11, 12) , and behavioral or epidemiological changes that suggest increased excitation including hypersensitivity to sensory stimuli and comorbidity with epilepsy (1). Mouse models carrying mutations known to cause autism in humans also point to a decreased number of cortical inhibitory interneurons (especially PV neurons) and decreased GABAergic transmission (1) , as well as increased gamma frequency rhythmicity under baseline (nonstimulus-evoked) conditions. The latter phenomenon may be relevant to PV neurons (13, 14) and has also been observed in patients with autism (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) . However, this E:I balance must be interpreted in the context of specific cells and circuits (21) . Causal demonstration of improvements in core behavioral deficits after restoration of cellular E:I balance with real-time modulation of specific circuitry in a genetic mouse model of autism needs to be achieved.
In previous work that may help to guide attention to particular brain circuits relevant to social behavior, it has been found that an increase in E:I balance in the rodent mPFC leads to social behavior deficits (22) , which can be partially rescued by stimulation of PV neurons (22) . This previous work was entirely conducted in wild-type (WT) animals and thus may have limited translational significance. Here, we begin with a genetic mouse model lacking CNTNAP2 that exhibits autism-like phenotypes, including social behavior deficits, together with the common comorbidities of hyperactivity and seizures and reduced interneuron density in cortical and striatal brain regions (23) . For real-time interrogation of neuronal circuits during social behavior, we used engineered microbial opsin tools, specifically the stabilized stepfunction opsin (SSFO) (22) or the step-function inhibitory opsin SwiChR++ (24) . We used these tools to genetically target inhibitory PV or excitatory pyramidal (PYR) neurons, respectively, together with fiber photometry, to record real-time neural activity signals in the prefrontal cortex of CNTNAP2 knockout (KO) mice.
RESULTS

Characterization of the engineered microbial opsin SSFO in mPFC PV neurons
To specifically and stably decrease cellular E:I balance in mPFC, we first sought to target PV neurons in mice lacking CNTNAP2, which required generation of new mouse lines. We bred PV::Cre homozygous female mice with CNTNAP2 KO male mice; after several generations, PV::Cre homozygous/CNTNAP2 homozygous KO and WT littermates were obtained along with PV::Cre homozygous/CNTNAP2 heterozygous mice, which were bred for subsequent generations (Fig. 1A) . We then injected AAV5-EF1a::DIO-SSFO-eYFP to specifically express the microbial opsin SSFO in mouse PV neurons (Fig. 1B) .
SSFO is a double-mutant excitatory channelrhodopsin that was engineered to have slow off-kinetics (22) . Upon activation with a (table S3) . (J) Sample traces showing stable, high-fidelity action potential generation in a PV neuron expressing SSFO after blue light delivery, combined with increasing amounts of electrical current injection (5-ms pulses, 20-Hz frequency), followed by deactivation with red light. Current amplitude was applied in 250-pA steps, beginning at 250 pA. In all cases, spiking persisted for 60 s until experimental termination of the costimulation. (K) Bar graph summary of spike fidelity (spikes per 5-ms current pulse) throughout the entire SSFO activation protocol, in combination with the varying electrical current injection steps, as shown in (J). n = 7 cells from WT mice; P = 0.101 by Kruskal-Wallis H test (table S4) . Bar graphs in (E), (H), (I), and (K) are presented as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05 by paired t test.
pulse of blue light, SSFO induces stable subthreshold depolarization of neurons without directly driving action potentials, which elevates the excitability and strengthens the influence of targeted cells (22) . Because of a channel closure time constant of~30 min, the higher probability of spiking is stable after a single light flash over the period required for complex behavioral testing, unless the channel is switched off by yellow light (22) . We found that activation of SSFO expressed by mouse PV neurons, when compared to no-SSFO activation (Fig. 1C) , resulted in the neurons requiring lower inward-current amplitudes to generate action potentials (Fig. 1D ) (with SSFO, 153.1 ± 22.4 pA; without SSFO, 221.9 ± 20.8 pA; n = 8; Fig. 1E ). This indicated the utility of SSFO for favoring excitability of the inhibitory neuronal population.
To further validate this approach, we characterized SSFO activity in greater detail. Blue light delivery reliably generated prolonged photocurrents (initial peak: 93.7 ± 19.9 pA; final steady state: 94.7 ± 20.0 pA; n = 8), which corresponded to stable subthreshold depolarization in current-clamp recordings (peak: 8.9 ± 1.8 mV; steady state: 8.23 ± 1.9 mV), and was immediately reversible by red light (Fig. 1, F to I ). Because SSFOs have been optimized for extended excitability, we sought to ensure that mouse PV neurons would be able to sustain action potential generation over long time scales. We provided electrical stimulation by intracellular current injection through the patch-clamp pipette during light-induced depolarization to examine prolonged time scale spiking, spanning a range from moderate (250 pA) to large (1000 pA) injected currents. We found that all tested cells were able to generate stable spike trains even when large-amplitude (1000 pA) pulses were applied (no depolarization block was seen; spike probability, 91.3 ± 8.5% with 250-pA current injection, 100% with 500 pA, 100% with 750 pA, and 100% with 1000 pA) (Fig. 1, J 
and K).
Rescue of autism-like behaviors in CNTNAP2-deficient mice Given that an increase in E:I balance in genetic mouse models of autism has been suggested to underlie social behavior deficits (23, 25, 26) , we hypothesized that reducing cortical E:I balance in CNTNAP2 KO mice could improve social deficits. We selectively expressed SSFO in PV neurons and implanted bilateral optical fibers into the mPFC of WT and CNTNAP2 KO mice. To bias excitability of PV neurons, we applied a 2-s light pulse (473 nm); immediately after light stimulation, we initiated a 10-min social exploration test ( Fig. 2A) .
CNTNAP2 KO mice exhibited a profound deficit in social interactions at baseline [one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), Dunnett's pairwise comparison to control; WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.05; over the first 10 interaction bouts; Fig. 2B ]. Strikingly, reducing mPFC cellular E:I balance with SSFO rescued this social deficit (KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.0001; Fig. 2B ). Similar effects were seen over the entire 10-min interaction period (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison to control; WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.05; Fig.  2C ). The significant differences in social exploration between WT and CNTNAP2 KO mice (23) were rescued through SSFO activation (KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.05; Fig. 2C ). In addition to total social interaction time differences, we also noted that mean social-bout duration was significantly shorter in KO mice compared to WT mice in the absence of SSFO stimulation (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison to control; WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.05); after SSFO activation, social exploration per bout was fully restored in CNTNAP2 KO mice (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison to control; KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.01; Fig. 2D ).
CNTNAP2 KO mice have been previously reported to show greater locomotor activity than WT littermates in the open-field test (23); hyperactivity symptoms can be up to 85% comorbid with autism in clinical populations (27) . We observed that CNTNAP2 KO mice were hyperactive compared to WT littermates during social behavior bouts (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison; WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.001; Fig. 2E ). We found that reducing E:I balance in the mPFC through SSFO activation in PV neurons corrected this key behavioral phenotype (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison; KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.05; Fig. 2E) .
Next, to test whether manipulation of E:I balance was essential for reversal of the social behavior deficits, we sought to reduce cortical E:I balance by an independent, but equally temporally precise, optogenetic method. In this case, we decreased the excitability of excitatory PYR neurons in the mPFC of WT or CNTNAP2 KO mice. We selectively expressed SwiChR++, a blue light-activated bistable chloride channel, in PYR neurons by injection of AAV8-CKIIa-SwiChR++-eYFP into the mPFC (targeted as shown in fig. S1 ). Taking into account the channel closure rate of~115 s, we delivered 1-s pulses of 473-nm wavelength light at 1-min intervals during the 10-min social exploration test to achieve sustained inhibition of PYR cells (Fig. 2F) .
Notably, the behavioral results after PYR neuron inhibition were concordant with the effects of PV neuron activation in the mPFC of CNTNAP2 KO mice. Upon SwiChR++ activation, CNTNAP2 KO mice interacted longer with littermates during the first 10 bouts of the social exploration test (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison; WT stimulation versus KO baseline , P < 0.01; KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.05; Fig. 2G ). The effects of increased inhibition of PYR neurons became more evident over the 10-min duration of the test (one-way ANOVA, Dunnett's pairwise comparison; WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.05; KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.05; Fig. 2H ). Mean social-bout duration (length of individual interaction periods) was also rescued upon SwiChR++ activation (WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.05; KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P < 0.05; Fig. 2I ). Differences in locomotor activity in the observation arena between CNTNAP2 KO and WT mice were eliminated upon inhibition of PYR neurons by SwiChR++ activation (WT baseline versus KO baseline , P < 0.05; KO baseline versus KO stimulation , P > 0.05; Fig. 2J ).
To test for the specificity of the two optogenetic manipulations on cellular E:I balance and social behavior, we performed object interaction tests ( fig. S2 , A to D). After optogenetic manipulation, we observed specificity for an increase in social interactions compared to interactions with inanimate objects with no difference seen in object interaction times. Optogenetic manipulations of E:I balance trended toward reduced object exploration behavior in the CNTNAP2 KO animals (two-way ANOVA treatment-genotype interaction; SSFO cohort, Neurophysiological activity in freely moving mice To explore underlying neural activity signatures, we sought to track and quantify local neural circuit activity in freely moving mice using fiber S12) . Two separate cohorts were tested and included in the analyses. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001.
photometry, a technique that allows recording of cell population Ca 2+ signals linked to neural activity (28, 29) . A genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicator designed to change fluorescence properties during neuronal firing (30) (31) (32) was expressed in PV neurons of the mPFC. Fluorescence fluctuations were then measured using an optical fiber implanted in freely moving mice. Altered neuronal activity within the targeted population of neurons was then plotted as a transient change in fluorescence normalized to baseline (dF/F) and could be time-locked to the behavior of mice on fast time scales (hundreds of milliseconds) (29, 33) . We tested the method's capability to track physiological effects of optogenetic E:I balance modulation by exploring whether SSFO activation in local mPFC PV neurons would modulate projection-neuron activity in freely moving mice. Mouse brain fiber photometry recordings of cortical projections to striatum were chosen as the activity readout because disruptions in corticostriatal circuitry have been implicated in the CNTNAP2 KO mouse phenotype (23) . We found that upon SSFO activation in mPFC PV neurons, activity along the corticostriatal projections, defined by origin (mPFC) and target (striatum), was reduced ( fig. S4 ) in a temporally precise and reversible fashion. We then sought to use this method to define naturally occurring activity in mPFC PV neurons during social interactions with mice and novel objects. In freely moving mice (33) that expressed the genetically encoded Ca 2+ indicator GCaMP6f in mPFC PV neurons (Fig. 3A) , we continuously recorded Ca 2+ signals (after acquisition of a baseline) while behaviorally testing novel social interactions with nonlittermates, familiar social interactions with littermates, and novel object interactions, each separated by rest periods (Fig. 3B and movies S1 and S2). Recordings were acquired over a continuous session to counteract variability in the baseline activity.
In freely moving WT and CNTNAP2 KO animals, activity of PV neurons increased in response to all three types of interactions (Fig.  3, C and E) . Upon introduction of a nonlittermate mouse to a freely moving WT or CNTNAP2 KO mouse, there was a consistent increase in PV neuron activity (Fig. 3, D and F) . Parallel trends were observed with familiar social interactions and novel object interactions in both genotypes ( fig. S5 ). As expected, the total novel social interaction time in CNTNAP2 KO mice was lower than in WT mice, whereas mean duration of the interaction time with a novel object or familiar littermates did not significantly differ (novel social interaction, P = 0.0110; WT, n = 6; KO, n = 10; familiar social interaction, P = 0.5506; WT, n = 6; KO, n = 7; novel object interaction, P = 0.1965; WT, n = 10; KO, n = 11) (Fig. 3G) . The difference in social interaction times was apparent within the first 10 interaction bouts (initial 10 bouts, P = 0.0301; final 10 bouts, P = 0.2741; WT, n = 6; KO, n = 9) (Fig. 3H) .
In WT mice, PV neuron activity was higher during novel (nonfamiliar) social interactions compared to novel object interactions; in CNTNAP2 KO mice, PV neuronal activity was similar under both conditions (WT, n = 5; novel social interaction versus novel object interaction, P = 0.0033; KO, n = 5; novel social interaction versus novel object interaction, P = 0.2059) (Fig. 3I) . Moreover, when novel social interactions were compared to familiar social interactions, no significant difference in PV neuron activity was observed in WT mice (WT, n = 5; novel social interaction versus familiar social interaction, P = 0.8605) (Fig. 3I, left) . However, PV neurons in CNTNAP2 KO mice showed increased activity upon introduction to a new mouse compared to a familiar mouse (KO, n = 5; novel social interaction versus familiar social interaction, P = 0.0240) (Fig. 3I, right) . Neither WT nor CNTNAP2 KO PV neurons showed changes in activity associated with altered locomotion (WT, n = 5; prelocomotion versus postlocomotion, P = 0.9974; KO, n = 5; prelocomotion versus postlocomotion, P = 0.5202) (fig. S6) .
Together, these data demonstrate distinct underlying neural dynamics of mPFC PV neurons in CNTNAP2 KO mice compared to WT mice, concordant with a change in the E:I balance of mPFC PV neurons.
DISCUSSION
Demonstration of a causal link between targetable pathophysiological pathways and clinically relevant symptoms is critical for testing translational ideas, but this process has been particularly challenging for neuropsychiatric diseases such as autism. Several previous studies have pointed to structural or functional abnormalities in inhibitory neurons in genetic models of cognitive dysfunction; in some cases, behavioral improvements were achieved through systemic pharmacological modulation of GABA transmission (19, 26, 34) , but GABA modulation has not yet been found to be clinically effective for treating the core social interaction/communication and stereotyped behavioral symptoms of autism (35) .
Here, we report that acute and reversible reduction in cellular E:I balance in the mPFC region of adult mouse brain, either by increasing PV neuron excitability or reducing PYR neuron excitability, rescued social behavior deficits in the CNTNAP2 KO autism-like mouse model. We also observed, using fiber photometry in freely moving mice, differential mPFC PV neuron activity in CNTNAP2 KO mice compared to WT animals. The observation that the activity of WT (but not CNTNAP2 KO) PV neurons increased more during social interactions compared to novel-object interactions, together with previous observations that PV neuron activity enhances the information-carrying capacity of mPFC circuitry (14) , may be consistent with a hypothesis that the complexity of social interactions poses unique informational challenges for mPFC circuitry. Novel social interactions may therefore normally require robust and responsive E:I balance modulation by PV neurons, which may fail to occur properly in autism-related conditions.
Fast-spiking PV neurons form synapses at and near the cell bodies of PYR neurons, providing (among other circuit roles) feedforward and feedback inhibition (36) , gamma rhythm modulation (13, 14) , gain control over sensory responses (37) (38) (39) , and output control over subcortically projecting PYR neurons (40) . Recent optogenetic elucidation of these diverse circuit roles has led to the suggestion of PV neuron involvement in multiple psychiatric disorders (41, 42), including not only autism but also schizophrenia and anxiety, and broad potential utility as a therapeutic target. Anxiety responses toward new social stimuli in CNTNAP2 KO mice could have taken place in our study, consistent with the~16% comorbidity between autism and social anxiety disorder (43) . CNTNAP2 KO mice have not been found to be more anxious than WT littermates in a nonsocial light/dark box study (23) , but selective anxiety in response to social stimuli was not ruled out.
From a translational perspective, the ability to restore social behavior in CNTNAP2 KO animals through PYR neuron inhibition or PV neuron activation is notable because the PYR neuron intervention did not require a transgenic (for example, Cre driver) line. The only requirement for expression of the transgene (the microbial opsin SwiChR++ in this case) by PYR neurons was a viral vector and promoter fragment [calcium/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase IIa (CaMKIIa)], both known to be effective for PYR neuron targeting in primates. Targeting cell types in a well-defined area of the brain may thus represent a potentially new strategy, contrasting in specificity with systemic pharmacological strategies (35) . Pharmacological interventions that enhance GABA receptor action directly affect inhibition at the neurotransmitter-receptor level, but GABA receptors are present on both excitatory and inhibitory neurons. In contrast, modulation of the cellular E:I balance, which affects the relative number of active excitatory or inhibitory neurons, may exert a more refined influence on cortical processing. Future studies are required to reveal the mechanistic interrelationships between these two E:I concepts (excitatory/inhibitory synaptic inputs onto an individual neuron versus excitable excitatory/inhibitory cells among a population of neurons) and how various interventions may alter neural circuit dynamics in autism and other disease states.
In-depth behavioral studies in nonhuman primates are needed to demonstrate that interventions such as the optogenetic tools used in this study would provide benefits for the wider range of social interactions encountered by patients with autism and to address any potential adverse effects on nonsocial behaviors. People with autism spectrum disorders have difficulties in forming relationships with other people, both with and without autism. Thus, future animal studies will be required where rodents interact with animals of diverse genotypes under a broad range of conditions. In addition, to examine any potential adverse effects of increased PV neuron activity or dampened PYR neuron activity, a broad range of nonsocial behavioral assays should be conducted in nonhuman primates.
Together, the results presented here support the notion that cortical E:I imbalance may contribute to core behavioral disturbances in autism. Future studies are required to explore whether E:I imbalance in other brain regions, such as sensory associative areas, striatum, and hippocampus (44), may be involved in the emergence of behavioral phenotypes in the CNTNAP2 KO mice and whether similar pathophysiological (table S13) . (H) Mean novel social exploration duration during the initial and final 10 bouts of the social interaction behavior test (initial 10 bouts, Student's t test, P = 0.03; final 10 bouts, P = 0.27; WT, n = 6; KO, n = 9) (table S14). (I) Mean z-scored dF/F during the first 10 bouts. WT mice (left, n = 5; novel social interaction versus novel object interaction, P = 0.003; novel social interaction versus familiar social interaction, P = 0.86; familiar social interaction versus novel object interaction, P = 0.04) and CNTNAP2 KO mice (right, n = 5; novel social interaction versus novel object interaction, P = 0.21; novel social interaction versus familiar social interaction, P = 0.0240; familiar social interaction versus novel object interaction, P = 0.0012) (movies S1 and S2; note social PV recruitment in both cases, but to a greater extent than novel-object PV recruitment only for WT genotype as shown in figure) . Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to compare combined bouts across all mice for each condition. Data are presented as mean ± SEM. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01. mechanisms occur in other genetic models of autism. These studies will be critical to form a unified mechanistic and translational understanding of the neurons and circuits that underlie autism spectrum disorders.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study design
A sample size of at least 16 mice (eight pairs) per group was used for all optogenetic experiments; 5 mice per group were used for fiber photometry studies. Animals were randomly assigned to treatment with optogenetic stimulation. Both behavioral and photometry data were analyzed entirely blinded to the condition, and we used consistent blinded and readout-specific criteria to exclude animals from analysis. First (for social or novel object), animals in which at least 10 bouts of social interaction could not be acquired (or exhibiting seizure, escape, or aggressive behaviors) were excluded (validated by follow-up analysis revealing that the appearance of such behaviors led to scores at least 3 SD away from the mean). Second, for photometry recordings, exclusions were made blinded to any knowledge of group or intervention, only on the basis of looking at the entire trace before generation of averaged plots aligned to behavioral epochs and eliminating those cases where there was a clear baseline shift/motion artifact or loss of signal (caused by patch cord twisting or loosening during the recording). To prevent experimenter bias, behavioral data were automatically analyzed where possible. Velocity of social approach was analyzed with TopScan software (CleverSys Inc.); movement velocity and duration of time spent in each zone were recorded and analyzed using a video tracking system (Biobserve). Configuration settings for automated scoring were kept the same for all subjects. Social and object interactions were analyzed manually; all analyses were performed by the same researcher blinded to genotype and condition. For social and object interaction, MATLAB scripts were written and used to reliably score, allowing the researcher to push a key when the interaction began, hold onto the key as the physical interaction continued, and release the key as soon as the physical interaction ended. All graphs and numerical values in the figures are presented as mean ± SEM. Each experiment was scored twice, and means were used for statistical analysis.
Animals
Mice lacking the CNTNAP2 gene were obtained from D. Geschwind (23) . Mutant mice were bred with transgenic PV::Cre C57BL/6J mice. The three obtained genotypes (Fig. 1A) were housed together, with two to five same-sex littermates per cage. All mice were housed on a reverse 12-hour light/dark cycle and were given food and water ad libitum. All experimental protocols were approved by the Stanford University Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee (IACUC) following the National Institutes of Health guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals.
Acute slice electrophysiology Three hundred-micrometer acute coronal slices were obtained from virus-injected mice after intracardial perfusion with ice-cold, sucrosecontaining artificial cerebrospinal fluid (ACSF) containing 85 mM NaCl, 75 mM sucrose, 2.5 mM KCl, 25 mM glucose, 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , 4 mM MgCl 2 , 0.5 mM CaCl 2 , and 24 mM NaHCO 3 . Slices were kept in sucrose-containing ACSF for 1 hour at 32°to 34°C and then transferred to room temperature to an oxygenated standard ACSF solution containing 123 mM NaCl, 3 mM KCl, 26 mM NaHCO 3 , 2 mM CaCl 2 , 1 mM MgCl 2 , 1.25 mM NaH 2 PO 4 , and 11 mM glucose. Electrophysiological recordings were performed at 32°to 34°C with synaptic transmission blockers D(−)-2-amino-5-phosphonovaleric acid (25 mM), 2,3-dihydroxy-6-nitro-7-sulfamoylbenzo[f]quinoxaline-2,3-dione (10 mM), and gabazine (10 mM) added to the ACSF. Neurons were visualized using an upright microscope (BX61WI, Olympus) with a 40× waterimmersion objective and infrared differential interference contrast optics. Individual recordings were obtained from cells using fluorescent protein expression to assay opsin expression. A SPECTRA X light engine (Lumencor) was attached to the fluorescence port of the microscope and used both to detect fluorescence and to deliver light pulses for opsin activation. Light was filtered using a 475/28-nm filter for blue light and a 633/22-nm filter for red light. Power densities of the blue and red lights were 8 and 5 mW/mm 2 , respectively, measured with a power meter (Thorlabs). Recordings were conducted in a dark room to minimize opsin activation from ambient light. Whole-cell recordings were performed using patch-clamp pipettes pulled from borosilicate glass capillaries (Sutter Instrument) with a horizontal puller (P-2000, Sutter Instrument) and contained the following internal solution: 125 mM K-gluconate, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM Hepes, 4 mM Mg 3 ATP, 0.3 mM NaGTP, 10 mM phosphocreatine, and 1 mM EGTA. Values were corrected for a liquid junction potential of +11.5 mV. Recordings were made using a MultiClamp 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices), with signals filtered at 4 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz with a Digidata 1440A analog-digital interface (Molecular Devices). Data were recorded with pCLAMP 10.3 software (Molecular Devices) and analyzed with pCLAMP 10.3 and SigmaPlot (SPSS). The electrical current needed to induce spiking was obtained by injecting current in 25-pA steps and recorded as the lowest amplitude that induced action potentials. Peak photocurrent amplitude was measured within the beginning 3 s, and the steady-state photocurrent amplitude was measured within the last 3 s of a 1-min light pulse under voltage clamp. Electrical pulses for examining spike generation probability during SSFO activation were applied in 250-pA steps from 250 to 1000 pA. The electrical pulses were applied with a 5-ms duration (with a 20-Hz frequency). Spike probability for each cell, at each current step, was calculated as the percentage of action potentials generated following the blue light pulses combined with injected electrical pulses throughout the entire protocol length. Paired t tests were used for statistics.
Stereotaxic virus injection and cannula implantation
All experimental and surgical protocols were approved by the Stanford University's IACUC. For all surgeries, stainless steel head plates and ferrules were fixed to the skull using Metabond (Parkell). Mice were anesthetized with 2.0% isoflurane and leveled using bregma and lambda skull landmarks in a stereotaxic apparatus (Kopf Instruments). To achieve cell type-specific opsin expression in the transgenic PV-2a-Cre line, we cloned the opsin gene (SSFO) into a loxP/lox2722-flanked (double-floxed), inverted open reading frame plasmid under control of the elongation factor 1a (EF1a) promoter (pAAV-EF1a-DIO-SSFOeYFP). The virus was produced by the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Vector Core (map: https://web.stanford.edu/group/dlab/ optogenetics/sequence_info.html). For cell-specific expression in PYR neurons, we cloned SwiChR++ under CaMKIIa promoter (pAAVCaMKIIa-SwiChR++-eYFP). mPFC (from bregma; 1.8 mm anterior, 0.35 mm lateral, and −2.4 mm ventral) was targeted using a 10-ml NanoFil Hamilton syringe and 33-g beveled needle (World Precision Instruments). One thousand nanoliters of the virus suspension was infused at a rate of 150 nl/min into both hemispheres. After infusion, the needle was kept at the injection site for 4 min and then slowly withdrawn. For For fiber photometry recordings, PV neurons were targeted with AAVdjEF1a-DIO-GCaMP6f that was produced at the Stanford Gene Vector and Virus Core (Stanford University). mPFC injections were performed as described above, but unilaterally. A low-fluorescence 400-mm-diameter 0.48-NA mono fiber-optic cannula (Doric Lenses) was implanted at 1.8 mm (AP), 0.35 mm (ML), and −2.4 mm (DV). Cannulas were secured to the skull using a base layer of adhesive dental cement (C&B-Metabond, Parkell), followed by a second layer of cranioplastic cement (Ortho-Jet, Lang). Behavioral experiments were conducted 2 weeks later for optogenetic stimulation and 3 weeks later for fiber photometry recordings to allow for sufficient viral expression and postsurgery recovery.
Immunohistochemistry and confocal microscopy For all cohorts, animals were anesthetized and transcardially perfused with ice-cold 1× phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) followed by 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in PBS. Brains were postfixed for 48 hours in 4% PFA. Brains were sectioned into 100-mm-thick slices using a vibratome and stored in cryoprotectant at 4°C in the dark until antibody staining. Slices were washed three times for 10 min in PBS and mounted on microscope slides with PVA-DABCO. Images were acquired on a Leica TCS SP5 scanning laser microscope.
Behavioral tests
All tests were performed during the dark phase, and animals were allowed to acclimate to the behavior room for at least 2 days before the beginning of behavioral testing. Both females and males were included in behavioral tests. For optogenetic stimulation, a fiber-optic patch cord (Doric Lenses) was connected to the chronically implanted optical fiber on one side and a 473-nm solid-state laser diode on the other side. A Master-8 pulse stimulator (A.M.P.I.) controlled the laser output. Stimulation trials were conducted with the addition of a 2-s pulse of 8-mW light from the tip of the fiber; the fiber was then decoupled before experimentation beginning with a 1-min acclimation period (22) . For fiber photometry recordings, a 3-m-long fiber-optic patch cord was connected to the chronically implanted optical fiber and suspended above the behavioral cage to allow animals to interact and move freely during the experiment. To habituate and minimize anxiety created through the environment, we placed each experimental mouse individually in a novel cage for 10 min the day before the test.
Reciprocal social interaction
Mice were placed in a new cage simultaneously with a novel mouse matched in age, genotype, and sex for 10 min (23) . Both mice in the pair were treated under the same experimental condition, either with stimulation or without stimulation. The order of experimental condition was counterbalanced between pairs, and conditions were separated by 24 hours. The time engaged in social interaction (nose-to-nose sniffing, nose-to-anus sniffing, and following or crawling on/under each other) for the pair (combining the behavior of both animals) was manually scored by blind observation to genotype and condition. MATLAB scripts were written and used to reliably score social interactions, allowing the researcher to push a key when the interaction began, hold onto the key as the physical interaction continued, and release as soon as the physical interaction ended. Each experiment was scored twice and averaged to minimize human error, and the mean was used for statistical analysis. Velocity of social approach was analyzed with TopScan software (CleverSys Inc.). Mice that lost fiber-optic implants or manifested seizures upon stimulation were excluded from analysis.
Novel object interaction
The novel object test was performed in a novel, clean cage using the same general method with the social interaction assay. Instead of presenting a stranger mouse, either a plastic ball or wooden block (of equivalent size) was introduced to the animal's home cage, and total time spent investigating the object over 3 min was scored manually. MATLAB scripts were used for more precise scoring, and the mean results from two independent scoring sessions were used for final analysis. The type of object was switched between experiments. We counterbalanced the condition and the object type between animals to prevent any potential inherent preferences for a given object influencing the results.
Open-field test
The open-field test was conducted on different cohorts of mice to measure the effect of optogenetic stimulation on anxiety-like responses and general locomotor ability. The mice were placed in the chamber (50 × 50 cm), and their movement was recorded and analyzed for 10 min using a video tracking system (Biobserve). The center zone of the openfield chamber was defined as the 23 × 23-cm central square area.
Fiber photometry recordings and analysis As described previously (45, 46) , we collected emitted fluorescence from targeted brain regions using a single optical fiber while delivering excitation light. We used multiple excitation wavelengths (488 and 405 nm) modulated at distinct carrier frequencies to allow for ratiometric measurements. Light collection, filtering, and demodulation were as previously described (45, 46) . The ratiometric fluorescence signal was calculated for each continuous behavioral recording with customwritten MATLAB scripts. We fit a double exponential to a thresholded version of the fluorescence time series and subtracted the best fit from the unthresholded signal to account for slow bleaching artifacts (29) . We then calculated a single baseline fluorescence value as the median of the entire trace (which robustly estimated the baseline fluorescence). We calculated the normalized change in fluorescence (dF/F) by subtracting the baseline fluorescence from the fiber fluorescence at each time point and dividing that value by the baseline fluorescence. Withinanimal analyses were done by calculating z-scored dF/F and finding the mean dF/F during each interaction bout (that is, mean dF/F from the start of social interaction to the end). Next, we combined the first 10 bouts across all mice to measure mean z-scored dF/F for each genotype. To measure locomotion-induced activity changes, we calculated the mean dF/F during 1 s before locomotion initiation and during first 1 s of locomotion and ran a paired t test on the average pre-and postlocomotion values across animals.
Fiber photometry microscope setup, surgeries, and analysis Frame-projected Independent-fiber Photometry (FIP) microscopy was as previously described (29) . Ca 2+ signals were acquired through a sCMOS (scientific complementary metal-oxide semiconductor) camera that is connected to a series of dichroic mirrors integrated into the microscope, which couples in various wavelengths of excitation light sources. We unilaterally injected EF1a-DIO-SSFO-eYFP (300 nl) and AAVdj-CKIIa-GCaMP6f (700 nl) into mPFC to specifically target PV interneurons and excitatory PYR neurons, respectively. With this design, SSFO was expressed in local PV interneurons, whereas GCaMP6f traveled along the PYR neuron processes and was expressed in striatal axon terminals. A 200-mm-diameter 0.22-NA mono fiberoptic cannula was implanted above mPFC (AP, 1.8 mm; ML, 0.35 mm; DV, −2.0 mm) for optogenetic stimulation, and a low-fluorescence 400-mm-diameter 0.48-NA mono fiber-optic cannula (Doric Lenses) was implanted into dorsal striatum (AP, 0.7 mm; ML, 1.00 mm; DV, −3.3 mm) for FIP recordings. We conducted FIP recordings 6 weeks after the surgeries to allow for sufficient expression in the axon terminals. On the day of recording, one patch cord was attached to the implanted mPFC fiber on one side and to a 470-nm laser source on the other side. A second patch cord connected the dorsal striatum fiber to the FIP microscope. After a 2-min baseline recording, a 2-s, 8-mW, 470-nm pulse was presented while the animals were freely moving. Recording continued for 3 min after the pulse. Analysis was performed with custom MATLAB scripts. Regions of interest were first manually drawn around the fiber on the basis of a mean image of the movie. The average fluorescence intensity was calculated for each fiber. dF/F was calculated as described (29) . We found individual Ca 2+ events by thresholding fluorescence changes and calculated event rate for each 20-s bin before and after the stimulation.
Statistical analysis
For each figure, a statistical test matching the structure of the experiment and the structure of the data was used. Two-way ANOVA, followed by Dunnett's pairwise comparisons to controls, was used to compare pairs of experimental conditions and genotypes with each other. Nonparametric Wilcoxon rank-sum testing was used when normal variance was not assumed. Variances within each group of data are shown as SEM throughout. *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, and ****P < 0.0001. Data presentation and statistical analysis were performed with GraphPad Prism software.
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